


Ante Casino is a revolutionary online gaming platform that combines the security 
and confidence of blockchain with the true randomization provided by Chainlink's 
Verifiable Random Function (VRF). Our ecosystem is built on unique smart contracts, 
ensuring a secure, transparent, and provably fair gaming experience for our users. 
This whitepaper provides a comprehensive overview of Ante Casino, highlighting its 
core features, tokenomics, and the integration of Chainlink VRF to deliver 

unmatched trust and fairness.

In the rapidly evolving world of online gaming, trust and transparency are para-
mount. Ante Casino aims to address these concerns by harnessing the potential of 
blockchain technology and Chainlink's Verifiable Random Function (VRF). Through 
the implementation of smart contracts and provably fair randomization, our platform 
ensures not only an exciting gaming experience but also complete transparency, 
security, and integrity. This whitepaper offers a detailed insight into Ante Casino, 
illustrating the interconnected components that form our unique and reliable 

gaming ecosystem.



At the heart of our platform lies the $CHANCE token, the primary currency for Ante 
Casino's in-house lottery. Each transaction involving $CHANCE tokens accumulates 
a 2.5% buy and sell tax, which is directed towards operating a transparent lottery 
fund. To guarantee the validity of winners and prevent any malicious activities, 
Chainlink's verifiable random function (VRF) is employed. Holders of $CHANCE 
tokens can stake them and receive $RAISE tokens in a 1:1 ratio, significantly increas-

ing their chances of winning the prize pool.



By staking $RAISE tokens, users can earn the $STREAK token. This token provides 
holders with a higher allocation of jackpot entries and serves as a currency within the 
Ante Casino gaming platform. Furthermore, users have the option to lock their 
$RAISE tokens for varying time frames, enabling them to receive proportional 
Annual Percentage Yields (APYs) based on the lock time frame, total locked value, 

and prevailing market conditions.

Holders of $RAISE tokens and ANTE NFT will be eligible for casino revenue sharing. 
Casino profits will be redistributed to eligible holders on a weekly basis.

Ante Casino's lottery operates through a
ticket accumulation process during randomly
selected lottery periods. This mechanism 
allows the jackpot pool to grow progressively. 
Upon the expiration of the jackpot timer, the 
Chainlink contract initiates the randomization 
of qualified entries and automatically airdrops 
the prize pool to the selected wallet address. 
This ensures a fair and impartial distribution of 

rewards.



Ante Casino seamlessly integrates Chainlink VRF into its gaming platform to 
ensure provably fair randomization. The process involves the following steps:

• When a gaming event is triggered, Ante Casino's smart contract requests 
a random number from Chainlink VRF.

• Chainlink VRF generates and securely delivers a random number to the 
smart contract.

• The smart contract utilizes the random number to determine the outcome 
of the gaming event.

• The result is recorded on the blockchain and made available for public
verification.

Participating players can accumulate entries for the prize pool through multiple 
methods:

These values are subject to change based on Market Cap, Volume, and other 
factors to maintain equitable opportunities for our community.

Holding 50,000 $CHANCE tokens in a wallet address grants 10 entries        
for each lottery.
Holding 50,000 $RAISE tokens in a wallet address grants 20 entries for 
each lottery.
Holding 50,000 $STREAK tokens in a wallet address grants 25 entries for 
each lottery.
Owning an Ante Casino NFT provides 30 entries per NFT for each lottery.
Purchasing tokens during the active accumulation phase grants 1 entry per 
1,000 tokens acquired.



Ante Casino is excited to announce the upcoming launch of the Ante NFT Collection. 
These unique and limited-edition NFTs will be available for purchase and ownership 
by our community members. Each NFT will provide exclusive benefits, such as 
increased entries to the prize pool, access to special events, or unique in-game assets. 
The Ante NFT Collection further enhances the gaming experience at Ante Casino.



Ante Casino's overarching vision is to evolve into a fully decentralized gaming hub. 
Our ongoing software development aims to launch a series of games where users 
can wager cryptocurrencies to grow their holdings through verifiably fair odds. By 
eliminating strategic algorithms and leveraging Chainlink VRF, we ensure complete 

transparency and fairness within the gaming space.

              Total Supply:
                   Pinksale:
                             LP:
 Exchange Listings:
 Ante Casino Float:

Partners:

100,000,000 tokens
45,000,000 tokens
18,000,000 tokens
15,000,000 tokens      
15,000,000 tokens
12,000,000 tokens



Casino Branding and 
Concept (Complete)
Casino Backend Coding 
(Complete)
Develop $Chance Token 
Contract (Complete)
Develop $Raise and 
$Streak Staking Contracts 
(Complete)

Develop $Chance Chainlink 
VRF Contract (Complete)
Develop Casino Chainlink 
VRF Contracts (Complete)
Casino UI Design (Complete)
Eco-System Audit
(Complete)
Launch social media and 
Website (Complete) 
Pre-launch Marketing 
Contract Deployment
Fair Launch via Pinksale 
Launch Ante Casino
Platform 
Mint Ante Casino NFT
Collection 
Complete the First Lottery 
Cycle

Casino Branding and 
Concept (Complete)
Casino Backend Coding 
(Complete)
Develop $Chance Token 
Contract (Complete)
Develop $Raise and 
$Streak Staking Contracts 
(Complete)

Q2

Q3

Q4



To cater to early investors, Ante Casino will conduct an open-ended pink sale. Fifty 
percent of the funds raised will be added to the liquidity pool (LP) at launch, providing 
a guaranteed 25% return when trading commences. The remaining funds will be 
allocated to advancing our in-house gaming software, marketing initiatives, and 

securing qualified exchange listings.

Ante Casino pioneers the fusion of online gaming with the security and transparency 
of blockchain technology. By integrating unique smart contracts, we deliver an 
immersive and trustworthy gaming experience to our users. Our ultimate goal is to 
transform into a fully decentralized gaming hub, empowering our community with 
transparent and unbiased games. Join us as we redefine the future of online gaming 

with Ante Casino.



https://t.me/PlayAnte

https://twitter.com/AnteCasino

playante.com


